
RULES OF THE BANANA SANTA 2K21 CONTEST

CLAUSE 1.- ORGANIZING COMPANY.

BLUE BANANA BRAND S.L., with registered office in Madrid, calle Boyer nº 11, with NIF

51134981R and owner of the brand BLUE BANANA (hereinafter "BLUE BANANA"),

organizes on the dates indicated below, the free contest without obligation to

purchase called "BANANA SANTA 2K21" (hereinafter "the contest") in accordance

with the modalities described in these Rules.

CLAUSE 2.- MODE OF PARTICIPATION

Participants will be able to participate on April 7, 2021 from the moment the post of

the draw is published until 23.00 (Spanish peninsular time).

Whoever wishes to participate must:

Be over 18 years old (or over 14 if they have explicit authorization from their legal

guardians) and resident in Spain.

Have a personal profile (not brand, business or similar) on Instagram.

Follow the BLUE BANANA brand profile on Instagram: @bluebananabrand.

Make a comment on the giveaway post on @bluebananabrand's profile

mentioning a friend.



Share a screenshot of @bluebananabrand's stories video on your personal profile

tagging the brand. The destination shown in your image will be the one that

determines the trip you have won if you are a winner.

Accept that BLUE BANANA BRAND S.L. employees and first-degree relatives are not

eligible as prize winners.

Participation in the draw implies that the participant meets the established

requirements and respects and complies with the conditions of the draw,

including those specific to the prize (see clause 3).

Instagram or Facebook do not sponsor, endorse, or administer, in any way, this

draw and are not associated with it.

CLAUSE 3.- PRIZES

All participants will get a discount redeemable on the BLUE BANANA website and

one lucky winner will get a trip to the destination he/she shared on Stories during

their participation on the previous BANANA SANTA 2K21 raffle. The discount will be

of 15% and valid 48 hours after its reception. The trip has the following

characteristics:

ROUND TRIP flight for two people from Spain on the airline, dates and destination

(within the country of destination that the winner has won in the Drawing) that the

winner agrees with BLUE BANANA.

Air tickets must be booked before 30.12.2021, for enjoyment until 30.09.2022.

BLUE BANANA is not responsible for restrictions of availability, accessibility to the

destination country or any modifications or problems with flights once booked.

BLUE BANANA is not responsible for visas, accommodation, or travel expenses.



Each traveler may request a flight of up to 1000€ in cost (2000€ in total).

The prize is non-transferable or customizable and cannot be exchanged for cash.

The Law 35/2006 of November 28, 2006 on Personal Income Tax and Royal Decree

439/2007 of March 30, 2007, approving the Personal Income Tax Regulations shall

apply to the prize of this Draw.

CLAUSE 4.- DRAW

The Drawing will be held on April 8, 2021 at 20.45 by randomly drawing a single trip

winner (announced at 21.00 in Instagram Stories that same day).

CLAUSE 5.- PRIZE DELIVERY

The winners will be contacted by private message through Instagram before April

14, 2021 and must reply accepting the prize and the information required

(including proof of age if necessary). In the event that any winner does not reply

within 48 hours, or expressly declines the prize for any reason, their prize will be

forfeited.

Once the prize has been accepted, each winner will receive another private

message via Instagram explaining how to proceed with the delivery of the prize.

Each winner authorizes their profile name to be published in BLUE BANANA's social

networks, as well as in any of the brand's official communication channels in

order to inform about the draw.

CLAUSE 6.- PROTECTION OF PERSONAL DATA

1. Responsible:

BLUE BANANA BRAND S.L., NIF: 51134981R, D. Social: Calle Boyer Nº11. Madrid

2. Purpose and legitimacy:



To process your participation in the draw and proceed to the delivery of the prize.

3. Data processed:

Data provided or others that, additionally, we may request for the development of

the aforementioned purposes.

4. Target audience:

For the development of the purposes foreseen above, it is not foreseen that your

data will be communicated to third companies, except for legal obligation.

5. International transfers:

The winner's data may be published on the various Web Platforms or Social

Networks of BLUE BANANA BRAND S.L.. This publication may involve an international

transfer to a country whose data protection regulations do not present a level

equivalent to the European one.

The interested party, through its participation in the sweepstakes, accepts such

transfer, without prejudice to the fact that BLUE BANANA BRAND S.L. may adopt

additional measures to ensure the level of data security.

6. Retention period:

Once the draw is over, the data of the participants will not be processed.

7. Rights:

Access, rectification, opposition, deletion, portability, revocation of previously

given consent, limitation to treatment via email info@bluebananabrand.com

CLAUSE 7.- ACCEPTANCE OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND LIABILITY



1. The mere fact of participating in the draw implies full acceptance of these

Terms and Conditions.

2. BLUE BANANA reserves the right to modify the rules of the draw, partially or

totally at any time. Likewise, it also reserves the right to cancel it or leave

the prize void if any irregularity is detected. Once any modification has

been made, it will be duly made known to the participants on Blue Banana's

Instagram profile.

3. BLUE BANANA reserves the right to exclude from participation in the draw all

those participants who, it deems, are in breach of any condition of

participation included in these Rules. The exclusion of a participant,

whatever the cause, entails the loss of all rights derived from its status as

such.

4. Any abusive or fraudulent use of these Rules will result in the consequent

disqualification of the participant in the sweepstakes.

5. BLUE BANANA is exempt from any liability in the event of any error in the

data provided by the winners themselves that would prevent their

identification.

CLAUSE 8.- APPLICABLE LAW - CONTROVERSY

These Rules are subject to the Spanish law. Any claim related to the draw must be

sent in writing to BLUE BANANA BRAND S.L. at the following address:

info@bluebananabrand.com within thirty (30) days after the deadline for

participation in the draw. In case of controversy in the application or

interpretation of these Terms and Conditions and in the absence of an amicable

agreement, all litigation will be subject to the Courts of the city of Madrid.


